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A president for the students
by Stephanie Roller
Senior Reporter

Welcome to DeSmet Fr.
Sheeran... HAPPY BIRTHDAY, GOOD LUCK and
REMEMBER THE STUDENTS were the messages on
the multi-colored sign that hung
in DeSmet ball welcoming Fr.
Michael Sheeran, S.J., 23rd
president of Regis University.
He was invited to the DeSmet
Hall Governing Board (HGB)
meeting by DeSmet residents
and President of HGB Bridget

Ireland.
Twenty students, Fr. Sheeran
and Fr. Carl Heumann, SJ.
gathered to celebrate Fr.
Sheeran' s birthday and to get
acquainted through discussing
some of the issues of concern
to the traditional undergraduate students, particularly
DeSmet residents.
Issues raised by students and
addressed by Fr. Sheeran were
the following : School spirit,
why the large disparity in the
money awarded for athletic
scholarships and academic

scholarships, the visibility of
Regis University and the lack
of focus on the traditional undergraduate student in the Wall
Street Journal article, the World
Youth Conference and its impact on Regis, Marriott food
service and its quality, the
reason for showing the film
"American Me" during dinner, Teikyo University, the
mailroom, KRCX music
choices and programming, the
start date for classes next fall
and overall student feelings
about Regis University.

Tuition increase lowest since '84
Tuman/Room & Board
Petcen\ \ncteases

Fr. Sheeran bad suggestions
for some of the student concerns and pondered bow to solve
otber issues. Togetber the group
looked at what needs to be
addressed in the coming montbs.
"The discussion brings Fr.
Sheeran down to our level, allowing us to discuss issues that
concern students in a non-threatening setting," according to
Ireland. Antbony Bonino stated,
"It was a highly enlightening
experience to meet the president of the university in a oneon-one basis."

Fr. Sheeran's visit to Desmet impre~sed upon the residents his commitment and
dedication to listen to the students of Regis and hear their
concerns. "It was refreshing to
see someone who really cares
and is interested in visiting the
residence halls to talk with the
students. He needs to interact
with tbe students," stated Resident Assistant Wendy Bellisario. "We appreciate Fr.
Sheeran spending an hour and
ahalflistening to what we have
to say."

'Media Day

offers insight
by Del Stark

criticizing themselves, becoming more diverse, and moving
Regis' Second Annual Me- toward younger audiences; this
dia Day exemplified bow is evident by the proliferation
people hold the media as their of choices the networks are
most prized and precious pos- offering.
session for collected data.
Ostrow discussed how the
Media Day, held Wednes- masses had more to say and
day, January 27, 1993, offered were beard in the '92 elections
insightful perspectives to the since the media focused on the
questions of what really is in candidate's images rather than
the media and what is its role on their presidential substance.
in today's society?
The media became spin-docMedia Day guest speaker tors; image makers instead of
JoAnn Ostrow, television and fact interpreters.
radio critic for the Denver
This allowed presidential
Post, discussed the trends in candidates to build their imtoday's media and expressed
Please see
that they are positive trends.
Media genres today are now Mediap. 6

Co-Editor

!•Tuition

by Stephanie Roller
Senior Reporter

Regis University Vice President
of Administration Jim Schoemer
announced a tuition increase for
the coming year. The 1993-94
tuition and fee schedule for Regis
College students is a4.8% tuition
increase over the 1992-93 school
year. The tuition will increase
from $5.535 per semester to $5,850
for full time students ( 12-18 credits) and $360 per credit hour to
$380 per credit hour for part-time
students.
The increase is the smallest since
1984, due in part to the elimination of the computer services fee
for traditional students, which for
1992-93 amounted to $50 per
semester. All other fees will remain
at the current level. The cost of
room and board will be increased
3% overall.
The tuition increase is down from
a 7 .1 % increase from 1991-92 to
1992-93. The 1990-91 tuition

-

Room & Board

increase was 9.5%.
According to Schoemer, Regis
has an operating budget for
1992-93 of $37 million for the
entire university. Tuition and
fees account for 80% of the
operating budget with the other
20% coming from annual fundraising, endowment and other
non-tuition/fee income.
The financial aid awarded
through grants, the learn and
earn program and athletics is
nearly $5 million, or 13.5% of
the operating budget This does
not include any federal money.
An important component in
the equation is the financial
aid given to students. "There
is a correlation between the
percent of needy students and
the amount of money we give
them through financial aid.
Some of the tuition money is
given back to the students in
the fOIID of financial aid," stated

I
Schoemer.
"Regis operates on the lean
side;. we are always trying to
cut back on expenses. The
tuition is based on a compli-cated formula with the goal
to keep tuition as low as possible. However, many elements must be looked upon
in order to do this. The tuition rates are dependent on
the total number of students
in Regis College and the rates
are difficult to predict for the
long term."
Schoemer said the plan for
the future is to eliminate more
fees, however, " .. .it is a matter of figuring out which fees
should be eliminated or built
into the tuition. It is hoped
that the college enhancement
program will allow the student body to continue to grow
and will, in tum, keep tuition
at a lower level."

Editorials .·
.

:'.::; ..·:·

.

..

"Entertainment .-:
' Cyrus and Tritt Review pp. 8 - 9

Sports
Basketball Update p. 10
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Scene at R e g i s - - - - - - - - - - - -

Erin Draper and Jody Wissel, representatives of CHOICES,. served
mocktails last week to celebrate the installation of the ATM machine in the
Student Center lobby.
Photo Editor/Highlander
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I
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Rosellen Cannizzaro, Jen Bagert, and Tom Chase took a break from studying
to attend an ice cream social on the third floor of West Hall.
Andreatta Grisenti/ Highlander

More Regis News----Clare Boothe Luce Scholarship
Regis University is proud to

announce the Henry Luce Foundation has granted Regis University two of their prestigious
Clare Boothe Luce Undergraduate Scholarships. The first of
these will be awarded for the
1993-1994 academic school
year.
The scholarship is in the
amount of $25,000 ·and the
recipient will be paid one-half
of the amount during the junior
year and one-half during the
senior year. . During an academic year these funds will be
applied to the recipient's educational costs according to the
following priorities:
1. Tuition and Fees

2. Books
3. Room and Board
In order to QUALIFY as an
applicant for the scholarship
the following conditions must
be met:
1. Female student.

2. GPA must be greater or
equal to 3.0 in Mathematics
and Science

3. Currently enrolled at Regis
University or accepted as a
Transfer student.
4. Within 64 hours of graduation as of August 1, 1993
5. Declared major in Mathematics or Science with either a
major or minor in chemistry.
6. Citizen of the United States.
In order to APPLY you must
DO the following
1 .Fill out an application form.

2. Agree to the requirement
to conduct undergraduate research at Regis University during your Junior and Senior years.
This research will require from
one to two semester hours per
semester of your time.
3. Arrange for two letters of
recommendation to be sent to
the address below from faculty
with whom you have taken
·classes or independent studies.
4. Arrange for official transcripts of all your college work
to be sent directly to the address below.
5. Declare to the committee
all currently held scholarships

February 4, 1993, Highlander, Page 3

ELS Profile: Gina Zimora

as well as other forms of financial aid.
6. Submit a two page essay,
double spaced and typewritten, describing your accomplishments and professional aspirations.
The above materials must be
submitted no later than 12:00
Noon on Friday, March 5,
1993. They should be submit-

ted to:
Dr. Denise Guinn, Clare
Boothe Luce Assistant Professor of Chemistry Chairperson,
Clare Boothe Luce Scholarship
Selection Committee
Science Building, Room 304
Regis University
3333 Regis Boulevard
Denver, CO 80221
(303) 458-4244
Application forms may be
obtained from the secretary in
the Division of Natural Science & Mathematics in Science 110. Candidates will be
interviewed during the month
of March, 1993. Notification
of the recipient of the scholarship will be given on April 15,
1993.

Age: 18

ish sometime we can't understand each other because
we have a lot of idioms in
our countries.

Country: Costa Rica
What other countries have
you visited? Nicaragua, Panama, Colombia, France and

some other countries in Europe.

What was your most difficult adjustment to being in
the United States? When

you come to a foreign country alone, it's difficult to know

What languages do you
speak? Spanish, English and

French.
What kind of music do you
like to listen to? All kinds of
music. but I like to listen to
Salsa and Merengue when rm
dancing.

What's your favorite movie?

SPLASH
School
, \ days
'93

nWed:
fn 1:00 p
formed t
songs of sum ,
lunch ($1 lun
the first 100
the Summ _

Dead Poet's Society, it makes
me think a lot.

Why did you choose to come
to the United States? Be-

cause I would like to visit all
the states of the United States.
It is the country where I'm
sure I will learn English.
Why Denver? Because I
thought no one would speak
Spanish.
What is the most interesting experience you've had
since arriving in the United
States? It was in the first

week

and

it

is

still

everybody. And I miss a
special fiiend and everything,

but, people here make me
feel great.
What do you enjoy about
the United States? I love

we people, especially bere
in Denver. The drivers_of

the buses, the waiters, everyone is friendly here.
What do you like best about
the Regis University campus? Tue dorms of course!

Here I've met everyone. It
really helps to be in contact
with American students.
They're very nice with the
students of ELS. It's a very
good idea to have students
from Regis and ELS living
together.
Are there any things you
don't like about being in
America, or at Regis? The

happening ...Wheri I came here . only thing I don't like is that

I met people from Colombia,
Venezuela, Argentina and we
all speak Spanish. But, what
was interesting for me was
that everi if we all speak Span-

most of the Americans think
that America is just the United
States and they call the US
"American" (there are some
exceptions of course).

I eNOONGeReD I I IMPeRtLeo I

exnNCT

,
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Fallacies of An Undergrad
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Regis University
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Student questions
Regis' drinking policy
Regis University has a problem following a certain Colorado law -- not
serving alcohol to our under-age students in the pub.
On January 28, 1993, I witnessed

Jim McCormick, director of campus
life, is in charge of hiring responsible
legal-aged students to check identification. Now, McCormick cannot be everywhere ensuring that bartenders are

bartenders at Thursday Thrills serving

checking identification. so what is be

beer to under-age students. From my ' going to do'?
perspective, a few \uniors and seniors of
I set up a meeting with McCormick to

legal age were present, but the majority get his side of the story, but for unseen
of the crowd was under age.
reasons McCormick was unable to make
Student Body President Todd LaSala the meeting.
Before someone gets hurt, should
was present at last week's function and,
I assume, witnessed the bartenders' Thursday Thrills be closed down? Should
haphazard checking of IDs. I asked bartenders be fired and new ones hired?
LaSala about the situation and he re- Otherwise, Regis could get its liquor
sponded, "There's no prqblem." When license revoked by the city and county
I asked him again later about the matter, of Denver!
he said, "This is not really an issue for
In the state of Colorado, you are supStudent Executive Board." He also posed to be 21 years old to serve or
stated that "Students have to have a purchase an alcoholic product. If you
place to go to have some fun."
were born on or before February 4,
If there wasn't a problem, then why 1972, you are oflegal age as of today to
did the bartenders begin checking iden- consume alcohol. That's the law!
tification later in the evening? That is
Corey S. Flanagan '94
one question I can't find an answer to.

What's this about a new grading
system? Why is everyone throwing
such a fit? I don't think it's such a big
deal.
We'll still get graded on a percentage
scale, have homework, tests, papers,
and finals no matter what the grading
system is like. Our grades at the end of
the semester will reflect the labors we
have completed and the accomplishments we have made over a semester
just as it always has been. But the key
issue is the GPA isn't it?
With the current grading scale a student with an overall score of 100%
typically earns an "A" and a student
with a 90% also typically earns an" A".
Same song second verse, a student with
an overall score of 89% typically earns
a "B" and a students with a grade of
80% typically earn "B"s. So we can
say that 100%=90%=" A" and
89%=80%="B". Huh???? When did
100%=90% and 89%=80%? Something's funny about that math.
If the new grading system goes into
effect there will be a wider spread of
grades a student could earn; A, A-, B+,
B ...etc. This will cause students to earn
grades that correspond more closely to
their class scores. Let's say I 00%=" A"
and 90%=" A-" in that sense 100%

doesn't equal 90% which is true and the
way it should be. A student with a grade
of90% should not get the same grade as
a student with a grade as 100%.
We're caught up in our GPA's. Some
students would cry if they got an "A-"
instead of an "A" and others would
rejoice if they got an "A-" rather that a
"B" or "B+". It's a quest for the highest
and best GPA so we can please our
parents and hopefully land a good payingjob. But that's not really the issue at
band is it? Isn't the real issue learning?
Shouldn't we strive to learn and become educated so we can enter society
and do good and make things better? A
studentmighthavea4.0GPAbutdidn't
really learn a whole lot in college, but
the student with the 2.8 GPA might have
learned a lot while in school and has a
wealth of knowledge to share in the
community.
I would hope to think that universities
are graduating educated and competent
students that are willing to work hard in
the community, do their share, and not
grovel about worrying whether they have
1/100 or more GPA points than the next
guy. Just do your homework, tests,
papers, and finals and no matter what
the grading system is like you'll get the
grade you earned.

Highlander Staff Editorial:
Health Services Every semester, all traditional stu- idea what was wrong with any of them
dents pay $85 for a Health and Coun- and did not seem too concerned. With
many people on the same campus
seling Fee. Why?
experiencing the same symptoms one
Health Services at Regis is a farce.
would think that something would be
The center is only open Monday through
Friday, 8:30 to 4:00. The doctor's done to find out what was going around.
Nope. Not here.
hours are limited to a few of hours a
There also seems to be a problem
week. It is not open during breaks,
with severe misdiagnosis. Almost any
such as Spring or Winter.
Those members of the Highlander female who complains of nausea tends
to be told that she is pregnant One
staff who have ventured to go to Health
student
who was told this has never
Services have quite a few horror stories
had
sex.
to tell.
What if there is an emergency? If
One positive factor we could think of
you
have to see the doctor and it is a
was the fact that privacy is respected
day
when the doctor is not at Regis,
there. Also, Nancy Greene tends to be
you
have to drive down to Cherry
protective over students who have
Creek.
chronic illnesses. She really cares about
One student broke her arm. She
the well-being of certain students.
waited
from 12 noon until 10 p.m.
However, one person went to Health
before
the
EMT arrived, and was then
Services and was prescribed penicillin.
to
go
to
the hospital.
told
She happens to be allergic to penicillin,
Another
student
was sure he bad
and thank goodness she was paying
broken
his
leg
while
skiing.
The EMT
· attention, because even though her alwas also positive it was broken and
lergy was printed on her file in plain
told him to go to the hospital. Upon
view, the nurse still prescribed it for
arrival, the doctors said that there was
her.
absolutely nothing wrong with him.
But then again penicillin seems to be
On top of all of this, not only do we
a wonder drug or something. Everyone
have to pay up front for a Health Servwe asked who has received a prescripices/Counseling fee, but there is a $15
tion from Regis Health Services has
office visit fee, we have to pay for all
gotten penicillin.
tests performed and for prescriptions.
One student thought she had a yeast
Maybe this is one of the things that
infection. She was charged $90 for a
students at Regis have to compromise
papsmear. Youdon'tneedapapsmear
when they attend a small school.
to determine whether or not you have a
Colorado School of Mines bas basiyeast infection.
cally the same hours that Regis does.
Another member of our staff bad a
If we as students want a health center
bladder infection in November. She
open 24 hours a day, seven days a week
was told that the doctor was too busy to
with. at least one doctor always on
see her. By the time she did see the
duty, then we have to attend a much
doctor, the infection had subsided.
larger school, like the University of
This fall several people were experiColorado.
encing headaches, sore throats, and
extreme sleepiness. The nurse had no
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A blueprint for military success
Dear Editor,
The implosion of Communism in
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
has lulled most Americans into a false
sense of tranquility. As President George
~u~h warnedatWestPointon5 January
this does not mean that there is no
specter of war, no threats to be reckoned
with." Accordingly, President Clinton
will be confronted with an array of crises
from a radically changing world as he
steps foot in the White House. He will
have to deal with Islamic Extremists
(particularly Iran and Libya) and their
associated terrorism. Red China's massive military expansion, indicating they
may be preparing for a possible war over
the oil rich islands in the Spatley, is yet
another agenda item for him. Addition-

ally, many fledgling/pseudo democracies will either fail or start to fail
because they lacked the ne~essar;
foundations . The horrific Drug war
will continue to escalate. Furthermore, there will be a proliferation of
nuclear, biological and chemical
weapons never before experienced.
Dozens of new regional wars will
emerge, generated by a host of religious, ethnic and economic problems.
Even environmental and major health
problems, such as nuclear waste disposal and AIDS respectively, will
generate conflict. Finally, the worlds
population is expected to double be
2050.f All of this means that the
world will be turning more violent,
and America will be challenged,

drained, and occasionally wounded into
the 21st century.
In order for Clinton to address these
and other problems, he will need to
realize that the sledgehammer approach
of sending in conventional division size
military units can not be used in every
situation, but rather a surgeon's scalpel
shaping the military force will be required to address most future conflicts.
This will lower the political, monetary
and personnel expense associated with
these actions. This scalpel will be Special
Operations Forces (SOF), which are
select elements of virtually all branches
of our military oriented to the threats in
the Low-Intensity Conflict (LIC) arena.
During the Carter Administration, SOF
were the victims of budget and person-

nel cuts to a level just below·10,ooo
men. However, because of Congress' direct intervention and direction, the military was forced to rebuild and utilize these units effeclively. The re-invigorated SOF of
40,000, out to the now over two
million person military have been
used extensively ina variety ofroles.
They have supported conventional
military fighting units in conflicts
ranging from Grenada, Panama and
Iraq. On a smaller scale they have
conducted operations particular to
Low-Intensity Conflicts. For instance,
they have operated in El Salvador

Please see
Blueprint p. 7

Your mother doesn't work here: Clean up after yourself
Dear Editor,
erty.
Hey, did you hear Norm Early speak
For example, sitting in the school
on January 20, at the Regis Martin Lu- parking lot with the car stereo volume
ther King Day "Teach-In?" If, not, you turned up to the max, pounding out a
lose!
bass beat while classes are going on is
Early's talk was nothing short of an invasion of those trying to listen to
compelling, inspiring, thought-provok- a lecture.
ing. He spoke of "respect" for each
Putting a wad of gum in the water
other and his IO-point inspiration, "if it fountain is littering--AND an
is to be, it is up to me."
invasion of other people's rights.
Remember the song, ''RE.S.PE.C.T.?" Dumping food on the floor or leaving a
It was and still is a great song. We can food tray on the table in the cafeteria or
begin to do what Norm Early suggested snack bar is not being "respectful" of
that we do, respect each other, here and other people's rights--just because of
now at Regis. Respect does not stop laziness. Think about the people who
with the "people" thing though. It car- have to clean up the mess.
ries through topeople's "personal"propert"j, t.choo\ ~ andoommon ~o{)-

Letters to
the editor
Letters must be
typed, doubleand
spaced
signed. Letters
should be no
longer than 300
words. Submissions exceeding
this length may
be edited to fit
available space.
Include your
name address
and phone number so that we
may contact you
to discuss editing
changes.

Being a slob in a public place is not
"resl)Ccting" othel'. l)e()l)le.

If you live in the neighborhood surrounding Regis, you are a member of
the community. The rest of the neighborhood probably doesn' t have your
taste in music and might not want to
stay up at all hours of the night as you
party on to loud music--respect each
other! After the party, pick up after
yourselves--you may have had
a great time last night, but today your
neighbors have to pick up all the beer
bottles, cigarette butts and fast food
wrappers off their yards--respect each
other.
Throwing .condoms, tampons, beer
cans, pizza boxes and other trash out the
l1a11 windows every night is pretty uncool-

-not only is it littering, but it is a waste

of school dollars by having the landscaping work crew have to spend in
excess of an hour each morning just to
pick up the trash so that the campus
looks good. Where did these "values"
and lack of respect come from?
At the end of the semester, is it too
much to ask that library books be returned to the library rather than find
their way to the dumpsters???
Respect covers alot of areas. It is a
new year. It is a chance to start over
with new principles, new resolutions,
respect for others. Start here at Regis.
Start by picking up after yourself. Start
by thinking of others. Start by respecting all youc Cellow women and men oC
all ages.
M,.ri,.n . NiP.l=n . r,.mnn" Mini"hv

RESERVE Off ICE RS' TRAINING CORPS

MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER.
Anny ROTC scholarships pay off twic~, wi~ money towards_your
education and five weeks of nursing expenence man Army hospital.
Hundreds of nursing students win Anny ROTC scholarships every
year. You can, too.
. ..
.
We're looking for a few good nurses to JOID our team. Contact Ma1or
Steve Miller, Department of Military Science, (303) 556-3490.

ARMY ROTC
TBE SMAKl'EST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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to KRCX members. Culligan
counseled KRCX to build its
reputation with the community, bold contests that are interesting to all listeners and keep
the station professional but per-

All in all Media Day was informative, interesting, and gave
insights to the notion that the
media is a response to the consumers' wants as it serves as the
publics most prized and precious
possession for collected data.

So what's theroleofthemedia news source at midday - the
in regards to television? Os- first news source for local
emergency news; and consumages on Larry King's show, trow said it best when she said, ers spend more time with radio
Arsenio and MlV rather than "Take an active role with your during key shopping hours.
having to focus on conventional, television ...become an inter"Work on your product," said
Suggestions: stop
substantial and objective talks preter."
Culligan
as she gave her advice sonal.
with David Brinkley. Connec- watching bubblegum T.V. or
tions were established with kill your television like the
bumper sticker hanging in Dr.
younger audiences and younger
Janellen Hill-Smith's office
voters that had not been forged
suggests.
in previous elections.
In addition to Ostrow' s speech,
The media's role was not to
Greg Stone (aka Uncle Nasty),
gather and provide informaKBPI radio disc jockey, Bill
tive news regarding the candiBetts, KBPI promotions direcdates in the '92 elections, but
tor, and Kate Culligan, marto uncover tabloid gossip, scanketing and promotions director
dals, and unsubstantiated intfor KHOW and KBCO radio
age bashing.
stations elaborated on the
Tabloid gossip is popular bemanagement and operation of
cause the program directors of
radio stations and their effect
the networks are feeding the
on the public as an affective
public what it wants and the
genre of media.
public eats it up, stated OsThese talks were very infortrow. Phil Donahue, noted
mative for the members of
Ostrow, has brought a lot of
KRCX as their kick-off week
topics out, but he still manages
coincided with Media Day.
to conduct shows with outlandStone offered tricks of the trade
ish and outrageous topics.
to up and coming KRCX DJs
A member of the audience
while Betts and Culligan disasked Ostrow why local news
cussed radio facts and promoshows dedicate such large segDate,
Feb. 15 and 16
ments to crimes. She replied tion techniques.
Some facts discussed at the
by saying, "It gets attention.
Time: _ l Q am-1 pm
radio sessions: Denver has 42
It's titillating ... giving us what
Place,Bookstore/ALC 5: 30-7: 30p~=
92-673(CP-694) ,
radio stations most of which
we want."
play programmed music The Amy Fisher story got so
Telephone: 303/458-4150
KBCO and college radios are
much publicity and was pur- REGISexceptions; request taking is
chased by all three major netan illusion; radio is a companworks for movie production
ion medium in which 96% of
- STUDENT CENTER because it was a "grizzly, weird,
all Americans are reached
bizarre tale of sex and
weekly; professionals spend
murder...junk that the public
more tinte with radio than any
eats up ... bubblegum for the

Media cont. from p. 1

JOSTENS
~~~::r:~:

' ~':,~~

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

brain. People have weird curiC'.:::.1t;f"'.~-" !i..::t;rl

Ostrow.

other medium; radio is the first

morning news source - the first

l Thursday Thrills J
Feb. 4th INTRIGUE
J
Original Music in the Pub

it-C

{{
Feb. 11th FUN FLIX
Make your own video or movie!!!
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
DeSmet HALL TOGA PARTY
9 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Feb. 18th EARTHWOOD
The Acoustic Sensation is Back!!

''RA .1.c.D·
'7'7-o
MA

Lecture at~

L~OLM X"
p.111.. zn ca~
.
,eterza

Feb. 17th RANGER RALLY FOR WOMEN'S BASKETBAL
SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Cabo San Lucas-7 days and 7 nights for $615
Steamboat Springs-5 days and 5 nights for $360
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Look At What
C~reer Services
Has To Offer!

••• Feb. 11 Resume Workshop 4pm to 5pm
•
•••
Feb. 16 Western Auto Information Session
•••
•••
Feb. 17 Western Auto Interviewing Day
••
•

••

•

•
•

•
••
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•

: Feb. 17 Interview Workshop 4pm to 5:30 pm •
•
••
•

••
••

Feb. 18 State Farm Interviewing Day

•

•

Stay tuned... After a momentous Kick-Off-Week with a
poetry reading at Common grounds featuring Dr. Victoria
McCabe (above), Dr. Eleanor Swanson, and Ken Phillips of
Campus Ministry, KRCX Regis Radio bad gone off the air
momentarily, but will be on the airwaves soon.
Andreatta Grisentil Highlander

Don't Forget Career Development
~
Day on Feb. 25!

~

(advising anti-guenilla efforts),
Columbia and Peru (assisting
anti-drug actions) and now they
are helping the Kurds and
Somalians (peacekeeping)
where the missions do not
require a huge contingency of
troops. Even within the SOF
structure, beyond the U.S. Navy
SEALs and Army Special
Forces which comprise the bulk
of the forces, specialized AntiTerrorist units such as SEAL
Team 6 and Delta Force have
conducted a host of special
missions that protected America's interests. Many are so
classified that we will never
know they even occurred. All
this effort by SOF, with their
small force, using only 1.2%
of the total Defense Budget.
A problem may arise with
Clinton's campaign statements
regarding the downsizing of
the military and the reduction
of the Defense Budget by additional tens of billions of
dollars, namely that political
rlletoric and reality fail to meet
There will undoubtedly be confusion within the military between its planners and Clinton's advisors, many of them
re-treads from the Carter era,
as to the future role of.SOP in
today' s shrinking military environment. While the military has traditionally guarded
their conventional forces from
the axe by promoting them at
the expense of SOF, Congress
will now block that effort

because Senator's like Sam
Nunn and William Cohen have
understood SOF's utility. But
the danger may be that the conventionally. oriented military
elite will subordinate SOF to
the extreme in their downsizing.
This, coupled with the possibility that Clinton's advisors may
fail to realize the SOF can be
used as a first option in addressing most conflict situations,
means that they will continue
to rely on the time-honored
solution of just "sending in the
Marines" in force in situations
they may not warrant it.
The fact that a predominance
of conflicts occurring now are
of LIC in nature, so a reconfiguration of forces should be
tailored to the dynamics of
projected contingencies. Therefore, cutbacks occurring in the
overall force, should place a
greater emphasis on SOF, insulating them from reduction, even
targeting them for expansion
within the total force.
Presidential Bill Clinton said
"services, roles and missions
need to be re-examined." Elevating SOF to a higher level of
use would be a wise move in
the context of bis impending
defense policy.
E.J. Feulner is a Junior at Regis
University, and an intern at the
National Defense Council Foundation in Washington D .C.
where be helps with research
regarding low intensity conflict
and related topics.
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TAKE ABREAK

and ,·oin the

SPR NG TELEFUND
FEBRUARY 1S-2S
and MARCH 8-18
We

need students to meet in the Telefund Room of the
Adult Leaming Center every Monday through Thursday
evening from 5:30-9:00 for 2 weeks in February and 2
weeks in March to help raise contributions for the Annual
Fund.

HOW DOES THE ANNUAL FUND HELP YOU?
Annual Fund dollars go directly toward
helping with student scholarships and
activities. It helps provide budgets for
clubs on campus and buys new books
for the library. The Annual Fund also
helps purchase new trees and flowers for
the grounds and improve campus programs and services.
PRIZES! FOOD! PRIZES! FOOD! PRIZES!
You will receive a door prize and dinner
EVERY night you volunteer. You will also
be eligible to win BIGGER PRIZES. Training is provided and the calling is easy.
Sign-up in the cafeteria. You can sign up as a team or as
an individual. Bring your classmates, clubmates, roommates and friends and help to make the 1993 SPRING
TELEFUND a great success!

For more information call 458-1827

REGIS~
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Entertainment---------------

Foolish Thing Desire
Columbia Records 1992

Daniel Ash
by Barb Shockley
Entertainment Editor
Daniel Ash is one of the
most interesting vocalists in
alternative music I have beard
since Trent Reznor (Nine Inch
Nails), Dave Pirner (Soul Asylum) and Bono (U2).
Alternative music bas always
been a secret favorite of mine,
but I have never been one to
admit it. (Sbb ...don' t tell...it

might ruin my _image...)
This album, produced by Ash
himself with the help of John
Rivers, achieves a masterpiece
of weird, psychedelic, dark
dance music.
What I mean by dance music
is a trance-type of dance. This
music put me into a trance.
Unconsciously I was swaying
left and right to the music.
The music had dark parts and

,:;; ,· Keiderling's
Korner
by Barbara "Keiderling" Shockley
Who's oo my block this week?
Well ...guess what!? There are
no rockers on my block ...well,
no heavy metalers I might say,
anyway.
I have agreed to an issue

he' ll claim he' s from
Seattle ...
Gene Loves Jezebel moved
in catacomer last week. Their
new album is out. Cool...but
is it still them? What l mean

with

is, have they had any lineup
changes? I beard that that red-

Just

music ...NOU!

alternative
I

am

not

sick.. Justsomeonehitmeover
the bead, that's all. (A cave

man with a club who looked
like Perry Farrell.)
Speaking of ol' Perr, Pomo
For Pyros' new album (debut,
rather) will be released in February. lam anxious tohearthis
album. I have a funny suspicion it is going to sound
like ... Jane's Addiction!
Next door lives the 10,000
Maniacs. Did you hear the
great news? They will be at
Regis in March ... oops ...slip of
the lip .. .l hope ol' Jim
McCormick won't come
knockin' downmydoornow ...
(Well, rumor has it that they
have now cancelled.)
Did Inxs die or what!!?? Did
EMF move off of my block?
They' re awful quiet these days
So, are ya diggin' on Jesus
Jones' dreads? Joinin' the trend,
I see. Next thing you know

headed monster kicked out bis

own brother...or something like
that. The grapevines weren't
very clear this time.
I just now realized I have
made no sense in this
column ...and you wonder why
there are so many metal
articles ...Am I wasting your
time?
But obviously you're still
reading this ... That's cause you
wanna see who I'm writing
about...either that or you realize this alternative thing is once
in a lifetime.
Have you beard of 2 Lost
Sons? They're really cool.
They moved in from Nirvana's
block. ..they were being annoyed.
I'll end with this to ponder
on ... Why does Primus
suck ...and what do they suck
anyway???

an upbeat psychedelic Ministry-type sound. Especially on
"Dream Machine."
Such songs as "Here She
Comes," "Bluebird" and "Get
Out of Control" were just the
type of songs to get you off of
your chair and move your soul.
But, my personal favorite
happens to be a song called
"Roll On." It bas a motorcycle introthatgivesitametal

edge.
The drums in "The Hedonist" were really erotic and
funky. The guitar was reminiscent of Jesus Jones and
the intro to "Higher Than This"
gave me chills.
It' s way too eerie to explain. You'd have to bear it
for yourselves, and indeed, I
hope you will!
This album wasjusttoocool!
Grade: B+.

D!lneltuoent
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Upcoming Concerts...
Gothic
Feb4 Ned's Atomic Dustbin
Airforce Acadamy
Feb 5 Ugly Kid Joe
7 Story
Feb 6 The Kents
Gothic
Feb7 Dream Theatre
Bangles
Feb 8 Arcade
Hermans Hide-A-Way
Feb 17 The Kents
Mercury Ca{e

Feb 21 Darliel Ash

Paramount
McNichols
McNichols
McNichols

Feb 23 Extreme/Saigon Kick
Feb 24 Damn Yankees/Jacky!
Feb 26 Def Leppard
Feb 27 Def Leppard

1668 Larimer
Tabor Center

66th & Wadsworth
423-1139
(Minutes From Regis)

825-5411

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL

$3.00 Per Tan
*No High Pressure Sales
*20-25 Minute Sessions
*No Minimum Purchse
*Must Tan Between 7am -2pm

r---------,
One Month

1

1

: Unlimited :

:
I
I

$40
Rea.sso

:
I
I

L---------.1

r--------Hi-Speed 1
1

:

Tan

:

$30 :
1----------.J
:

I
I

Ses~ons
For

All Specials Expire on 02/18/93

·-

i

Rea,SJs

I
I
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Cyrus and Tritt - A fend is a brewin'

by Matt Goularte
Contributing Reporter
Well country music fans, we have an
honest to God feud brewing in the business. Two of the industries hottest stars
weren't quite seeing eye to eye.
The stars in question are Travis Tritt
and Billy Ray Cyrus.
The issue that is causing all the fuss is
people jumping on the country music
bandwagon just because it's hot.
The first blows were thrown in late
May early June when singer Tritt had
some not-so-kind words to say about
C:ytus-:

In a televised interview on the Nashville Network (TNN), Tritt criticized
Cyrus for all of a sudden becoming a
country singer when the business seemed
to be growing in popularity.
Cyrus isn't new to the music business. Since the mid 80' s he tried to
enter the business as a rock'n'roll singer.
Getting back to the interview, Tritt
wanted to know what kind of song
"Achy Breaky Heart" was, claiming
that it sure wasn't country, and that
Cyrus should go back to the rock business.
The country music industry was a
buzz with those words for about a month
and then it seemed to die down just as
quickly as it had begun, or so it was
thought.
After several months of silence, the
feud now appears to be on again. At the
American Music Awards on January
25, Cyrus struck back. Just after winning the award for the hottest country
single of the year, Cyrus ended his
speech by saying that for those who
didn't believe that "Achy Breaky Heart"
was country, "Here's a quarter, call
someone who cares."
This was a hit for Tritt in 1991. This
is perhaps more crucial since it was
made on nation wide television in which
people of all musical taste would be
watching, thus letting the whole music
world know that the country stars weren't all one happy family.
Now, granted Cyrus isn't the first

country singer to have a song that sounds
like rock. After all, many of Hank
Williams, Jr.'s songs bear a heavy
rock influence, but they do have components that are mistakably country.
"Achy Breaky Heart" does not have
any country components other that Cyrus
playing an acoustic guitar.
People have criticized Garth Brooks
for running around on stage like a wild
man. Especially since his 1991 television special. Brooks' stage routine is
nothing compared to Mr. Cyrus. This
guy is more concerned with dancing
around on stage and looking at the
ladies than he is singing.
Any one that has seen him in concert
knows what I'm talking about. At least
Hank and Garth have majority of the
crowd cheering for them.
It does seem that Tritt isn't the only
person that isn't exactly thrilled with
Cyrus. Before Tritt sings a song on
stage, he tells the audience that they
ain't gonna hear no "Achy Breaky Heart''
B.S. at his show. These words drive the
crowd wild.
Over the summer I had the misfortune of seeing Cyrus and I'll tell you
what, the only people that were really
cheering for him were the ladies. Not
one of the guys that I was around on the
two nights I saw him liked him.
In fact, if you were to listen carefully,
you heard anew song being sung by the
audience "The Achy Breaky Fart," not
"Heart."" . . :_

This isn't mush of a feud yet, but
Cyrus will learn that Tritt isn't the only
one who doesn't think much of him.
Right now all Cyrus does is open
shows, but the minute he headlines,
he'll have to depend on his opening act.
This is because the bulk of his fans are
woman.
If you look at the country audience at
a concert, the majority of fans are men.
Most men can't stand Cyrus and aren't
about to spend their hard earned money
just because the woman they like want
togo.
Billy Ray Cyrus just isn't feuding
with Travis Tritt. but with the majority
of country music fans in America.

.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Sculptured Nails Special

!

$25.00 !J{prm. $35
'll.f,6ase ...$19.00
Petiicure...$18.00

:
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CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
423-1670

•
••
6530 Wadswortl(
fan-n-Tone
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WHEN DRINKI~~.& CALL AFRIEND.
OR GET ARIDE w1TH ASTRANGER.

"Regis University's Substance Abuse Prevention Program.."
Funded By FIPSE
Fund for the Improvement of
PostSecondary Education

Sf

Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse.
That's if you're lucky. The fact is, 50% of motorcycle fatalities involve
riders who have been drinking. So if you have been drinking, get a ride "1
with a friend . It's the best call you can make. MOTORCYCLE SAFm FOUNDATION ~
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Sports _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RU hoop squads still in striking distance for CAC titles
by Trey Fitz-Gerald

an automatic bid to the NCAA
Division II Regional.
"Every game we play, includThe Regis Men's Basketball
squad, mired in a slump that ing UCCS, is going to be tough,"
has seen them lose four of their states Coach Farley. "We need
last five, struggled through a to get everyone to have confitough road portion of the CAC . dence again not only in the
schedule and dropped to fifth whole team but in themselves."
Regis, 13-6 overall and 2-3 in
in the conference.
However, the Rangers are only the CAC after a week of 2
2 games out of first and should overtime losses and an emohave a positive outlook, con- tionally tough loss at the Unisidering that conference lead- versity of Denver, stayed in
ers Metro State, Southern Colo- position to strike with a home
rado and University of Denver win over then CAC-leader Colohave to come to the Regis Field- rado Christian.
The Rangers gave CCU their
house to maintain their CAC
standings, and that the Rangers soleCAC loss by shutting down
have yet to play at their high point guard/sparkplug Derrick
level of capabilities for a sus- Daniels, holding him to only 15
points (Daniels lit up the Rangtained period of time.
"We've showed flashes of ers for 32 in each of the 2 regupotential," says Assistant Coach lar season meetings last seaDoug Farley, "but we've also son) and posting a balanced
run into teams that are playing offensive attack in a 74-66
victory.
really well."
Sandwiched around the mustThese teams also exude an
intense enthusiasm versus the win game against CCU were
Rangers, as they gun for the one-point overtime road losses
Regis squad which won twelve to Colorado College and Metro
of its first fourteen games and State. Lack of execution by the
maintains a third-place ranking Rangers at crucial moments and
calls by officials who should've
in its region.
Despite the inconsistent per- been executed were responsible
formances, Regis is the most for those losses.
Preceding the aforerevered and respected CAC team
nationally. The Rangers have- mentioned beartbreakers, ReSports Editor

n't peaked yet, and are trying to
put it all together, much like
they did last year, for a strong

stretch run. However, there is
no conference tournament; the
CAC regular-season winner gets

I
1

l

l
!

by their fans, to spark an overpowering of the Rangers.
"We have yet to put
together forty minutes of our
top-level of play," emphasizes
Coach Farley. "We put together
ten, twenty, and thirty minute
stretches, so hopefully the forty
minute ones will come."
The Rangers need their "40
Minutes of Hell" defense and
must actualize their hellacious
potential to win tonight against
Northern Colorado, a tough team
who the Rangers handled earlier before the Bears toppled
North Dakota (the #1 team in
the region), and to win here
Saturday vs. UCCS and next
Tuesday at Fort Lewis, another
long and difficult road trip.
Then Regis would be poised
to win at home, with your support, versus Southern Colorado,
DU and Metro and on the road
at Colorado Christian in
Lakewood. These teams will
be scared of a Ranger squad
that is peaking, high of its cohesive unit of talent, and one
that has a fan-based home-court
advantage.

by Trey Fitz-Gerald
Sports Editor

The Regis Women's Basketball team (13-7 overall, 4-3
CAC) currently lies in fourth
place in the CAC, behind undefeated conference leader DU.
Only seven games remain for
the Rangers in the regular ~eason, four of which are on the
road
However, the three home
games (against DU, UCCS, and
Metro) pit the Rangers against
the three teams which lie ahead
of Regis in the conference race.
The value of the Rangers' opportunity to control their own
destiny is not lost on Head Coach
Linda Raunig.
"We are in the driver's seat,
and I am happy about that. On
any given night we can beat
any CAC team. And I'm especially glad we're at home."
Raunig bas reason to be glad,
considering the Rangers' 11-2
home record this year, and the
historic difficulty of CAC teams
to win on the road.
In a lopsided loss to DU (35
points) and a relatively tough

one to Metro (12 points), and in
blowout wins over Air Force
(17 points) and Colorado Christian (21 points), leading scorer
(teamandCAC) AnitaFoskubl
ran to six her streak of team
high-scorer, Jalane Daily (#1
in the CAC in total assists) returned to a consistent level of
play after a brief hiatus, and
Corinne Deters (#4 CAC rebounder) crashed the boards with
28 rebounds in 3 games.
Despite a I for 7 field goal
performance versus Metro,
sharpshooter JulieEymann still
leads the CAC in FG% and is
now second in the country with
a percentage of .686.
"Julie took good shots versus
Metro," says Coach Raunig,"
but they are a good shot-blocking team and they made her
alter several of her shots."
Saturday at 5:00 the Rangers
host 6-1 UCCS at the Fieldhouse, and would appreciate
your support, reiterating Coach
Raunig's challenge to the students, faculty and staff at Regis
to support athletics.

gis dropped two emotional
contests at DU and at Pueblo,

historically tough places to play.
The Rangers led big at the outset of each contest, but was
unable to put either away and
permitted the opponents, buoyed

The Schick Super Hoops
3-on-3 Basketball Tournament
will be held at Regis on
February 22 and 24.
The winning teams will compete in the regional
at the University of Northern Colorado in Greeley
on Saturday,February 27th.
The deadline for Regis entries is
Wednesday, February 17th.

SPRING
INTRAMURAL
SCHEDULE
Coed Sunday Night Bowling -- 2 MEN, 2 WOMEN

Women's 5 on 5 Basketball -- We still need teams!

)

I
j

)

Men's and Women's teams are eligible to apply.
Over 800 campuses around the country will participate
in the process of selecting teams for the 22 regional tournaments,
which will decide what teams play for the
National 3-on-3 championship in one of four NBA arenas.

1

}

Sign up now at the information desk!

Call Campus Life at 458-4089
or
Trey Fitz-Gerald at 964-9014
for more information.

Indoor Coed Soccer-- Sign-up still available!

Indoor Coed hockey -- Sign-up February 8
League begins February 15
Men's Softball -- Sign-up March 15
League begins March 22
Look for upcoming tournaments in racquetball, walleyball,
golf, and outdoor soccer in the coming months!
For additional information, call Campus Life

...

PAC
SPRING BREAK
'93
''Surf n' Turf''
Cobo San Lucas
March 6 - 13

$615

Steamboat Ski Trip
March 7-12
Includes 5 day lift ticket and transportation

.

.

$360

. . _-____,.

CALL US!!!
427-1222

PIZZA TIME®

PiZZA

TiMEs

PiZZA

TiME.

We deliver to Regis University
in 30 minutes or it's FREE!

ONE LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA
AS LOW AS $3.99

+TAX

Call between:
4 pm to 6 pm
6 pm to 8 pm
8 pm to 10 pm
10 pm to close

YOU PAY ONLY... $5.54
YOU PAY ONLY... $4.99
YOU PAY ONLY... $4.54
YOU PAY ONLY... $3.99

Additional toppings $1.00, Not valid w/ any other offer
Hours: Sun-Thur 11 am to 12 midnight
Fri-Sat 11 am to 2 am

PiZZA

PiZZA
TiME.

TiME.

!H:~rJ.t.,_ . J.9.!!.9
Zuc-chi•ni Sun-clay /zu-'ke-nc/ /sun~ n I: any given
Sunday upon which a person or penons takes on the
characleristics of a ground squash 2: any Sunday when a
person or pcr>ons acts as a vegetable, remaining a living
organism, but possessing no mcmal capobil111cs or
thought processes

t-M am Wake up.
f:45 am Go ~ k to sleep.
10:tl ••Wake up.
10:t4 •111 Go back to sleep.
11,11 •111 Wake up.

11s15 -STAY IM BED. Plenty
to do. Talc£ this opportUnity to
pick the crispy crud from your
eyes. Why not stare at the ceiling
for a half-lnlr or so.

11sl1 11111 Eat something then
go d irectly to the couch .~
locate the T.V. remote control.
Now get a good grip on it. Sit
back. Ready. ..Walt!

11sl7 pa 0 .K. get ~ o,er
with. Tell ~ I f you're going
to do something productille
later today. Now ftip through
everychannel.

Pnpari119 Yourscffl
PickaSundaywhenyouhave
to get stuff done. Then stay
up really late Saturday night
doing naughty things.

11146 . . Get out of bed
(slowly). Go to the bathroom
(DO MOT GROOMI) Brush

your teeth (optional). Ge.t
some juice or milk.

Advertising Policies:
The Highlander will not accept trade-outs for advertising space without the
written agreement of the editor-in-chief and the faculty advisor.
To buy advertising space, call the Highlander at 458 -4152 or visit the office in
Room 211 of the Student Center.

CLASSIFIEDS
FUND RAISER

. ., ... Keep flipping!
4atl PIii Flip, ft ip, ftip.
5sll PIii Flip, ftip, flip, flipl

WJ pa Go go !JO !JOI
7s10 pa FUP FUP FUPI

14!! f!!I Fiff 1':I
lsOO 11111 Good job! Nap wne!

ts55 pa Wake up. Feel guilty.
Dismiss it. Eat asain. Flip.

Walell r.v. • Pick Your Toa • Y • Sh• ·Lay• Lan• flatulatc • Go
to the Bathroom • Drink Juica •
Slay stlU • Stare • Look I... die
lefrlscrator • 9arp • Slnp •
Grunt • Scralch Youndf • lat •
lat • Cltlll • Han, • ..., Video
Gama • hist • Make Up Stapicl
CU1oom·•strctc11 • Pick Your
Tcctb • Squint Al TIM Clocil

• Ru • '-P • Dive • Side •
lallcl A lfoac • hrtlclpelc la
Spons • Do Hoa-.1l • Do,.,,,
Worll • S.N TIM ...... • . . _
• Go Olrllidc • 111111k • a- .
Write A !look • Ptry 1811 (ampe
die pbu SIIY) • Talk • Stud Up
Fast • Utt Hawy TNap

All it takes is a
small group with a
little energy and
a lot of excitement
to earn $500-$1500
in just one week!
Call 1-800-592-2121
Ext. 313

WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNIS, ONE MORE FOR
THE nOAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT MEANING.

w

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last drink. \'/

MOTORCYCLE wm FOUNDATION

BEER
/

CHEAP BEER
with Regis I.D.
9 p.m. to close
Every Thursday
SOAPY SMITH'S
534-1111
14th & Larimer

•

~

YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD
COULD
BE HERE

CALL
ANYTIME:

458-4152

